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After a solid third quarter, the economy could be poised for even faster growth in the fourth quarter in
deference to the sharp rate tightening by the Fed. While higher borrowing rates should eventually tamp
down hiring by businesses, strong job gains continue to support spending activity — with the labor market
likely to keep some momentum into the new year. This should stave off recession conditions early in 2023,
but a moderate contraction still appears likely later next year in response to further Fed rate increases,
corporations diminished pricing power, and an earnings growth slowdown.

• Job gains have been consistently strong over the past six months and with labor demand continuing to
outstrip labor supply, wage growth has maintained a buoyant pace.

• Consumers continue to spend broadly even as more households dip into savings or rack up debt to pay
for more expensive goods and services.

• Inflation readings have slowed in recent months due to cooling energy and goods prices. But services
inflation remains hot and could keep price gains elevated over much of 2023.

• The Fed implemented a reduced 50 basis point rate hike in December but signaled that more tightening
would be needed in 2023 to bring inflation back to trend. Following the rate increases in November and
December, the yield curve is now fully inverted — a highly reliable leading indicator of a recession.
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Stronger end to 2022 as consumers continue to 
drive economic growth
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Current Scorecard –
Data through

Current Previous Year ago

Employment growth – Nov 263,000 284,000 647,000

Unemployment rate – Nov 3.7% 3.7% 4.2%

Current Previous Year ago

Yield spread – Dec -1.20 pp -1.01 pp 1.17 pp

BAA Credit spread – Dec 2.11 pp 2.18 pp 1.84 pp

CBOE market volatility – Dec 22.14 21.13 20.73

S&P 500 stock index – Dec 3,954 4,002 4,660

Current Previous Year ago

Retail sales – Nov -0.6% 1.3% 0.5%

Light vehicles sales – Nov 14.1 M 15.1 M 13.1 M

Total home sales – Oct 5.06 M 5.30 M 6.86 M

Consumer sentiment – Dec 59.1 56.8 70.6

Current Previous Year ago

ISM Manufacturing – Nov 49.0 50.2 60.6

ISM Services – Nov 56.5 54.4 68.4

NFIB small business optimism – Nov 91.9 91.3 98.4

Current Previous Year ago

Consumer price index (CPI) – Nov 0.1% 0.4% 0.7%

Core CPI – Nov 0.2% 0.3% 0.5%

Contrary to the Fed’s goal to slow economic growth via raising interest rates,
activity has picked up as 2022 comes to an end. The strong growth is fed by
buoyant consumer spending even in the face of rising costs. Ongoing sturdy job
gains are boosting households' incomes which provides the means and confidence
to tap into built-up savings. But faster growth and higher wages also add to inflation
concerns, prompting the Fed to signal that it will likely enact even more restrictive
monetary policy in 2023. Equity markets remain on edge as leading indicators point
to higher recession odds in 2023, including the now full inversion of the yield curve.

December 16, 2022

December 2022

Nonfarm payroll gains were strong again in November as the labor
market has maintained momentum despite rising interest rates. The
unemployment rate was steady at a low level while growth in average
hourly earnings accelerated to 5.1 percent, indicative of continued tight
hiring conditions. Negatively, the labor force contracted again as supply
shortages linger in many sectors.

Equity markets have leveled off over the past month as investors
digest improved recent economic data versus building recession
concerns for 2023. The Fed announced a reduced 50 basis point rate
hike in December but signaled more tightening ahead as inflation
worries linger. The 10-year Treasury note yield retreated from recent
highs, falling below the fed funds rate for a fully inverted yield curve —
a dependable leading indicator of a forthcoming recession.

Retail sales slipped in November, but the trend for consumer activity
has been stronger than expected in recent months. Existing home
sales have declined for nine consecutive months as demand has
collapsed in response to the spike in mortgage rates. Consumer
sentiment rose in early December but remains low as inflation and
recession concerns continue to weigh on forward expectations.

The ISM manufacturing index slumped into contraction for November
as orders for most goods have dried up in response to slowing
consumer demand and high inventory levels. The services index,
however, improved with many households shifting spending to
services this year. Small business owners remain hesitant to expand
operations amid rising costs pressures and concerns that sales will fall
off in 2023.

Consumer inflation was slower again in November, driven down by
falling prices for energy and some goods. The 12-month trend rates
for the overall and core CPI were lower too (at 7.1 and 6.0 percent,
respectively), but remain far above the long-run average. Moreover,
many service costs continued to accelerate, in part due to rising
wages for workers.
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Future Scorecard –

2021 2022F 2023F 2024F

Real GDP growth 5.7% 2.1% 0.3% 0.5%

2021 2022F 2023F 2024F

Total home sales 6.89 M 5.75 M 4.85 M 5.15 M

Light vehicle sales 14.9 M 13.9 M 14.8 M 15.5 M

2021 2022F 2023F 2024F

Consumer Price Index (CPI) 6.7% 7.6% 3.8% 2.6%

Core CPI 5.0% 6.5% 3.9% 2.5%

2021 2022F 2023F 2024F

Average job growth 562,000 375,000 10,000 80,000

Unemployment rate 5.4% 3.7% 4.6% 5.3%

2021 2022F 2023F 2024F

Federal funds rate 0.00% 4.25% 5.00% 3.50%

10-year Treasury note 1.52% 3.75% 3.90% 3.20%

While the economy reaccelerated in the second half of the year, the conditions for a
moderate recession over 2023-24 are still building. Stronger growth and faster wage
gains at the end of 2022 might even increase the odds of a downturn if persistent
inflation causes the Fed to raise interest rates higher. Moreover, the Fed could
maintain restrictive monetary policy for an extended period to prevent inflation from
reigniting. But with the labor market expected to carry momentum into the new
year, a recession is unlikely to begin until mid-2023 with weaker consumer and
business activity extending through year-end.

December 2022

A moderate recession is projected for 2023 in response to further Fed
tightening, the aggregate impact of much higher borrowing costs for
consumers and businesses, the drawdown of excess savings, and
weaker corporate earnings. Still, the probable economic downturn
should not be severe in depth or length since household and
corporate balance sheets overall are in healthy shape and there is a
lack of typical large imbalances that lead to a deeper downturn.

The housing market is expected to bottom out in 2023 with flat-to-
negative price growth likely — but falling mortgage rates should lift
activity in 2024. Auto sales are expected to climb in 2023 with
increased supply of new vehicles (also lowering prices for new and
used cars), but purchases are likely to be capped by rising
unemployment and higher financing rates.

Job gains, while likely still positive in the first half of 2023, should turn
negative later next year and into 2024 in response to recessionary
pressures. The unemployment rate should move higher over 2023-24 as
hiring demand weakens with the economy and corporate earnings
contracting. Still, outright layoffs should not be nearly as high as seen
over the past two downturns.

The Fed is poised to continue raising interest rates in 2023, lifting the
target range for the fed funds rate to 5.00-5.25 percent. With inflation
likely still moderately above-trend in 2023, we do not expect the Fed
to launch an easing cycle until 2024 even if a recession occurs. As
such, the yield curve could remain inverted into 2024 with long-term
interest rates declining modestly.

Declining prices for many goods and commodities should allow
inflation readings to moderate from current peaks despite continued
price pressures for services. But given the sticky nature of wage gains
and housing costs, core inflation is expected to remain well above the
Fed’s 2.0 percent target into 2024 — likely driving an extended period
of restrictive monetary policy.
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Glossary

The information in this report is provided by Nationwide Economics and is general in nature and not intended as investment or
economic advice, or a recommendation to buy or sell any security or adopt any investment strategy. Additionally, it does not take 
into account any specific investment objectives, tax and financial condition or particular needs of any specific person. 

The economic and market forecasts reflect our opinion as of the date of this report and are subject to change without notice. These 
forecasts show a broad range of possible outcomes. Because they are subject to high levels of uncertainty, they will not reflect
actual performance. We obtained certain information from sources deemed reliable, but we do not guarantee its accuracy, 
completeness or fairness.

Nationwide, the Nationwide N and Eagle, and Nationwide is on your side are service marks of Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company.
© 2022 Nationwide.
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• Not a deposit • Not FDIC or NCUSIF insured • Not guaranteed by the institution • Not insured by any federal government agency • May lose value

F Forecast

BAA Credit Spread Spread between 10-year treasury note and BAA-rated corporate 
bond rates

CBOE Chicago Board Options Exchange

CPI Consumer Price Index

FOMC Federal Open Market Committee.

ISM Institute for Supply Management

NFIB National Federation of Independent Business

Yield Spread Spread between the 1-year and 10-year Treasury note rates
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